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“A sport which utilises animals cannot operate without a social licence.”

Stephen Rushton SC
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 ‘What has large animal rescue got to do with us?’

Rescuing, a horse is often associated with extreme cases of neglect, the surrender of horses to re-homing 
establishments or outright abandonment. However, rescue also means removing a horse from a dangerous 
situation created by man-made conditions, for example, a competition course, transport vehicle accident or 
stable yard infrastructure.

Organisers of community events involving animals are facing increasing public scrutiny to proactively 
manage animal welfare, a challenged coupled with obligations to keep volunteer workers safer in the 
workplace. It is when an incident occurs, and there is a potential danger to people and horses, that the 
organisation’s policies, procedures, and training are put into the spotlight. The introduction of large animal 
rescue systems into existing horse incident response plans may be one way to improve outcomes for 
human safety and horse welfare.

Large animal rescue (LAR) provides a structure for managing a team of people, including a communication 
system and a set of manual handling techniques, which enable a trapped, injured or deceased horse to be 
manoeuvred to a safer place. 

Introducing LAR into horse incident response procedures can reduce;

•	 damage to corporate image through ‘traditional’ manual handling methods

•	 injury to volunteers e.g. back strain, kicks 

•	 poor communication leading to confusion and delay   

Allowing ad hoc solutions to prevail for the management of horse related incidents, resulting in human 
injury or compromised horse welfare, could be a difficult argument to defend if challenged by event 
stakeholders or third parties charged with resolving an insurance claim, legal challenge or animal welfare 
report.  
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‘What are the basic large animal rescue techniques?’

Large animal rescue ethos considers the horse as an equine medical patient. Working largely from 
the dorsal (spine) side of the horse, techniques have been developed to ensure a safer workplace for 
volunteers and to improve recovery outcomes for the horse. It is highly recommended that before moving 
the horse, a veterinary assessment is undertaken, and sedation is administered before LAR manual handling 
techniques are applied.
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“We don’t get things go wrong very often.”

A horse that arrives at the venue ‘down’ within the trailer or one that breaks loose during the event, 
resulting in a wild gallop through the spectator’s car park, are two examples of incidents that may occur at 
a gathering of horses.

Organising committees, who issue and an invitation for owners to bring their horses to a venue to 
participate in a sport or recreation activity, plan for an experience that is underpinned by the safety and 
well-being of all participants.

Imagine the feeling of shock a horse owner could experience if their animal falls and remains recumbent 
in the performance arena and no provisions were in place to immediately screen off the scene and have 
the equine patient managed by pre-nominated and trained personnel. The resulting outrage at the poor 
response is likely to be shared through social media. Subsequently, images of the incident circulate online 
for years to come, resulting in long-term damage to the reputation of the event and organisation.

Fortunately, it is not very often that an incident occurs. However, planning, training and readiness to 
respond is a part of the plan in how the organisation prepares for the activity.

 “But we’ve always done it that way.”

A cursory read of a major newspaper is very likely to reveal a ‘bad news’ animal welfare story, as there is 
high public interest in this issue. If a research exercise was undertaken to analyse similar stories sourced 
from newspapers two, five and ten years ago, the findings might reveal the changes in public expectations 
towards an increased standard of care for animals used for human enjoyment in sport and recreation 
activities. 

Similarly, media stories occasionally report on volunteers taking part in sport or recreation activities which 
were injured undertaking their assigned role and are now looking for compensation. 

There are many challenges to ensure the long-term sustainability of sport and recreation gatherings 
involving horses.   
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 “Just do it.”

Remember in days gone by when rugby player fell heavily, potentially suffering a career-ending neck 
injury, he was immediately helped to his feet by officials and supported to run off the field, ensuring that 
minimum time was lost to play? Today, a medical team first assess the player-patient and use equipment, 
e.g. a neck brace and stretcher, to move the patient in a calm manner to an off-field area.

Research and advancements in technology continuously inform the practices of professionals in a 
workplace, including paramedics managing incidents involving people and veterinarians who treat horses. 
Similarly, advancements have been made in safer workplace practices for volunteers, however in the non-
profit environment, the factors slowing adoption of best practices are complex.

The situation where volunteers and spectators ‘jump in’ to help out a horse and rider involved in an 
incident, regardless of a suitable risk assessment, a lack of protective clothing and no planning for safer 
work procedures are fast disappearing. Insurance companies, workplace safety officials, and lawyers might 
argue that those days have actually gone. 
 
Introducing LAR to existing horse incident management procedures is a tangible way to improve human 
safety and horse welfare without a lot of expense and in a relatively short period of time.

 
 
Image: Build up a kit of equipment, which will help keep volunteers safer and improve horse welfare
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Assessing the capability of your horse event to respond to an incident 
where large animal rescue techniques may be utilised

The following framework is a proposed self-assessment guide to help an organising committee identify 
their current level of capability to respond to an incident involving a horse.  Pre-requisites include induction 
into the organisation and venue, basic training in manual handling and observing and recognising horse 
behaviours.

Level One 
Limited capability to manage an incident involving a horse. A response level which may be assessed as 
appropriate for lower risk events, for example, adult riding club.

Checklist:

Written incident response plan, reviewed & practiced 
LAR trained veterinarian is on call 
Appointed human first aid officer and well-stocked first aid kit 
Appointment of a trained horse welfare officer 
Basic LAR kit 
Basic awareness LAR skills for club members and officials, including: 
           lines of communication, making the scene safer, creating zones. 
           working as a team with a veterinarian and emergency services  
           working as a team to manoeuvre a deceased or sedated horse onto a rescue glide 
           considerations for handling a deceased horse with dignity 
           assisting a cast horse 
           holding a horse for euthanasia  
 
The response is limited to making the scene safe and applying first aid while waiting for a veterinarian, 
emergency services and a pre-arranged horse ambulance service. Deceased horses are able to be discreetly 
managed with dignity. 

 
Below: Regular volunteer training forms a part of a written incident response plan
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Level Two 
Some capability to manage an incident involving a horse.  A response level which may be assessed as 
appropriate for events involving jumping or galloping.  
 
Checklist:

Written incident response plan, reviewed and practiced 
LAR trained veterinarian is in attendance throughout the event 
Paramedics on site, emergency services briefed 
Appointment of one or more trained horse welfare officers 
Intermediate LAR kit(s)  
Horse ambulance(s) in attendance 
Dedicated LAR response team (s) with updated training, contextualised to the activity 
Pre-arranged source for additional LAR equipment in a timely manner e.g. heavy lift options

Plans record the pre-agreed understanding of capabilities, avoiding delay in activation of emergency 
services or request for off-site large animal rescue equipment. 

Level Three 
Extended capability to manage a horse and/or rider incident. A response level which may be assessed as 
appropriate for higher risk events, for example, eventing, racing, endurance.

Checklist: 

Written incident response plan, benchmarked 
LAR trained veterinarian, field hospital, veterinary technical support  
Doctor, ambulance, paramedics on course, emergency services briefed 
Appointment of one or more trained horse welfare officer(s) 
Advanced LAR kits with heavy lift options, 
Horse ambulances 
Dedicated horse incident response team, with advanced training in LAR techniques, including vertical lifts.  
Ready access to a range of cutting, lifting, bracing and related rescue equipment on site

Note: Due to the increased risk and technical difficulty, horse event volunteers are unlikely to undertake 
rescues for which no training has been provided, or for which no specialist equipment is available. For 
example, mud extraction, water rescues, or rescues involving unstable ground or infrastructure, hazardous 
man-made or natural environmental conditions. 
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Two key people who will help improve responses to  
incidents involving horses 

1. A veterinarian trained in large animal rescue techniques
Veterinarians have a key role to ensure that the equine patient is cared for during and after an incident. 
However, most vets are not trained in working with emergency services large animal rescue teams. In 
fact, many veterinarians are used to taking control of the entire incident, and dealing with the situation by 
themselves or with limited help.

If required, event organisers may consider inviting their regular veterinarians to undertake professional 
development in large animal rescue techniques.  Training includes information for veterinarians about 
drug combinations and dosage rates which are different to those found in everyday practice.  A trained 
veterinarian will increase the likelihood of a successful rescue through working as part of a multi-skilled 
team and supporting a safer working environment for people.

2. Horse welfare officers
Appointed by organisations or engaged as consultants, horse welfare officers have the opportunity to 
undertake a role which promotes horse welfare throughout the organisational structure and at events, 
including during and after any incidents. The role of a horse welfare officer is constantly evolving as new 
research is published, information shared, organisational policies updated and training opportunities 
provided.

A sample job description for horse welfare officers can be found in the ‘The Australian Horse Welfare and 
Well-being Toolkit’ published by the Australian Horse Industry Council.

Photo: Australian Horse Industry Council



Managing a deceased horse

A horse that dies unexpectedly or is euthanized at an event venue provides a unique set of welfare, 
logistical and administrative challenges which if mishandled, could potentially risk damage to the 
reputation of the organisation.

In addition, there is a ‘social’ or public expectation that a deceased horse will be managed with dignity, and 
in a calm, efficient manner.

Event managers may have the assumption that because ‘experienced’ horse personnel are on the grounds, 
that the ‘right thing’ will be done. This is not a plan. An organising committee needs to discuss the potential 
expectations of the broader public, owners and riders, and how a scenario should ideally be managed 
incorporating these viewpoints.

As soon as an incident occurs, the erection of screens around the scene will provide privacy for a 
veterinarian to consider treatment options, and if paramedics are on the scene, to treat the rider away 
from direct view of spectators. Empathetic verbal and non-verbal communication practiced by personnel is 
essential while working promptly to resolve the logistics of moving a deceased horse to a secure area

In most cases involving a flat performance arena, the deceased horse can be moved onto a rescue glide 
before loading onto a fully-enclosed trailer or vehicle appointed as the horse ambulance. Covering a 
deceased horse when screens are in use provides the horse with a level of dignity and may deter some 
opportunistic photographers.

Pre-event, the organisers, will need to discuss with the veterinarian what field samples or examinations 
determined by the rulebook, insurance companies or government guidelines. Discussions also need to 
identify a secure location, for example, a veterinary clinic, as a suitable temporary off-site location for a 
deceased horse.

Image: Use of a rescue glide to manoeuvre a sedated or deceased recumbent horse
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Screens and screening 

A fit-for-purpose visual barrier constructed of fabric and supported by posts held upright by event officials 
is commonly termed a ‘screen.’ An ad-hoc visual barrier, for example, a raised multi-use tarpaulin or 
strategically parked horse float can be described as screening. Screens are an essential tool for organisers of 
public activities which involve horses.

The benefits of using screens

Horse welfare outcomes are improved by the use of screens through reducing visual stimuli, which in turn 
calms the horse, minimizing the opportunity for further injury to occur.  A calmer horse is safer to handle 
for a veterinary assessment and the application of first aid treatment.

Similarly, personnel attending the horse have a level of privacy in which to plan and undertake tasks 
without intrusive photographs, inappropriate verbal instructions from spectators or intrusion by 
unauthorised individuals. The psychological health and well-being of all people in the workplace delineated 
by screens must be a training element incorporated within organisational written incident plans, training 
programs, and de-briefing sessions. 

In addition, screens are a useful tool to reduce the potential for psychological stress to be experienced by 
spectators, including observers who may be directly associated with the horse. 

Image: Use of screens and establishment of zones to help manage an incident
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Plan to have screens ready for use

Horse welfare outcomes and benefits to personnel associated with the use of screens can only be realised 
to its full potential if erected as quickly as possible after the incident occurs. 

Some types of horse events have courses and horse management infrastructure laid out over several 
hectares, for example, endurance riding.  This can create significant logistical challenges when deploying 
volunteers and equipment to ensure a timely response.  In preparation, response crews need to practice 
how to get to every point on the course in a timely and safe manner.  Shifting fence lines, installation of 
culverts or trimming low tree branches, are examples of what venue alterations may be requested to 
improve response times. All places which are accessible to horses within the venue and out on the course 
are included in planning and practice for response times. The organising committee will need to determine 
an acceptable response time to all parts of the venue and plan accordingly.

First steps towards introducing large animal rescue techniques  
for your club 

Image: A mannequin horse in use for training volunteers

Introducing large animal rescue skills as one way to improve the response to incidents involving horses is a 
commitment that needs to be made by the entire organising committee.

After completing the self-assessment earlier in this book, the organising committee may decide to start out 
to achieve ‘Level One’ status. The three areas to get started on are;

identifying  a local veterinarian with large animal rescue training

procuring equipment required, keeping in mind the capability of the club

building awareness level skills and knowledge amongst club members and volunteers
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Identifying a local veterinarian with large animal rescue training

The first task is to discuss with your regular veterinarian as to how large animal rescue methods can be 
incorporated into existing horse incident response plans. 

Choosing a kit to match the capability of the club

It can be quite daunting for volunteers to suddenly find themselves faced with setting up a LAR kit. Seek 
advice, and at all times source the best quality, safety-rated items available, and are able to be financially 
afforded.  The items listed below are an example only.

Note: Kit items are a suggestion only. Seek professional advice for your own situation.

Basic Large Animal Rescue Kit (Level 1)
1 x commercial horse head protector, old life jacket, and several towels  
2 x 3 m slings (or ‘strops’), 3-tonne capacity 
1 x 4WD snatch strap  
2 x 15 m synthetic rope, 12-13mm 
1 x broom handle or similar, rock climbing rescue clip and duct tape 
1 x head collar and long lead with strong clip 
Tarpaulins for screening 
A helmet, pair of gloves and Hi-Viz vest for each team member 
Plus pre-arranged access to a rescue glide, pole hooks, strop guide and horse ambulance.

 



Standard Large Animal Rescue Kit (Level 2) 
Items as listed for Level 1 
1 x rescue glide kit, with restraints and hobbles 
1 x strop guide 
2 x pole hooks 
Professional sets of screens 
Horse ambulance with winch

Several kits may be required for a large venue or where a higher number of horses are present. At large 
events, sort out kits to maximise effectiveness e.g.  Ambulances can be allocated for recumbent, deceased 
or ambulatory horses. Taller screens may be allocated for use near grandstands or where spectators have 
elevated viewing points, shorter screens may be used on flatter terrain with limited spectator access.

Advanced Large Animal Rescue Kit (Level 3) 
Items as listed for Level 1 & 2 
1 x quick release sling  
Access to an extensive range of equipment including telescopic handler or truck mounted crane with the 
capacity to lift a heavy horse at full extension, generators, night lighting, cutting tools, spreaders, bracing, 
etc.

Event volunteers, unless professional accredited training has been documented, should not enter water, 
work on unstable surfaces or where unstable infrastructure or objects are present.  Likewise, the same 
safety restrictions may apply to situations involving high-risk zoonotic diseases, chemicals, smoke, gas or 
other man-made or environmental hazards.

Image: A mannequin horse can be utilised to practice assisting a horse to remain recumbent
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Building awareness level skills and knowledge
In Australia at the time of writing, there is no training package which includes large animal rescue related 
Units of Competency. However, there are existing Units of Competency covering workplace safety, working 
as a team, introductory horse handling and supporting animal rescues, which may be contextualised. 

The provision of documented training for staff and volunteers is important. Each organisation will need to 
plan how to achieve this in line with the level of response capability which can be practicably achieved and 
available resources.

Conclusion 

Congratulations! Your community club and its organised events are on the way to improving horse welfare 
and volunteer workplace safety through improving horse incident responses through the introduction of 

large animal rescue skills and knowledge.

Image: Incidents can occur anywhere on the grounds or course. The Backwards drag technique is an option to 
manoeuvre a recumbent horse from a trailer. 17



Appendices 

Appendix One: Example Training Checklist for Screen personnel 

Pre-requisites: 
• Organisation and venue induction 

• Workplace safety training, including manual handling and horse behaviour

Skills and knowledge:

• Overview of the venue and course

• Equipment placement around the venue

• Personal Protective Equipment

• Preferred response routes and expected response times

• Checking equipment before use and coordinating equipment on the day

• How to clean equipment after use, reporting damage, returning to storage

• Deployment to erect the screens

• Authorised persons to attend an incident scene, and who is responsible for management of 
unauthorised persons

• Times when screen use may be counter-productive for human or horse safety

• Personal safety when using screens

• Biosecurity precautions

Team training drills (preferably at the same venue where screens may be deployed)

• Establish job roles

• Undertake a risk assessment 

• Team briefing

• Unload screens from support vehicle, carry to a nominated location

• Inspect screens before use

• Erect screens

• Adjust positioning of screens to form a full circle 

• Adjust positioning of screens to permit entry of a horse ambulance 

• Working in a range weather conditions, for example, the wind, rain, hot sun
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• Personal safety while screens are in use

• Body language, verbal language, empathy 

• Dismantle screens

• Inspect for damage, pack up and return to operations vehicle

• Hot-debrief team

• Post event, participate in event debriefs and report writing tasks

Appendix Two:  Useful Links

Australian Horse Industry Council:  Australian horse welfare and well-being toolkit 
http://www.horsecouncil.org.au/horse-welfare/australian-horse-welfare-and-well-being-toolkit/

British Animal Rescue and Trauma Care Association 
http://bartacic.org

Equine Emergency Rescue 
http://www.equineer.com/

Equine Veterinarians Australia Large Animal Rescue Registry http://www.ava.com.au/equine/rescueregistry

Horse SA    
http://www.horsesa.asn.au 

Technical Large Animal Emergency Rescue  
http://www.tlaer.org/ 

About Horse SA

Horse SA is a non-profit organisation working with and for horse owners on a wide range of issues and 
topics including preparing for emergencies, recreational trails, horse welfare, biosecurity, sustainable land 
management and workplace safety.

Horse SA has overseen the organisation of the 2013 International Large Animal Rescue Conference, held at 
the University of Adelaide Roseworthy Campus, organised numerous information sessions and supported 
presentations at the 2015 British Animal Rescue and Trauma Care Conference in Prague.

Horse SA    
http://www.horsesa.asn.au 

https://www.facebook.com/SAHorse/

https://twitter.com/horsessa
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